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Applying Combinatorial Strategies in GUI

Testing Incorporating Context Events in

Android Applications

Maria Azriel Therese Eala　 Shingo Takada
Android applications interact with users mainly through widgets that trigger GUI events. In addition,

smartphones have other components, such as sensors and location services, that may greatly affect the

behavior of the application. The input generated by these additional components are referred to as context

events. This paper proposes an approach for test case generation that takes into account both GUI and

context events. However, incorporating both GUI events and context events into test case generation can

lead to combinatorial explosion. This approach uses combinatorial strategies to generate the sequences that

make up the test cases to address the combinatorial explosion problem given a significant number of inputs.

This approach greatly reduced the number of test cases compared to an exhaustive combination approach

while still getting high code coverage compared to state-of-the-art tools.

1 Introduction

The number of mobile applications is signif-

icantly high. Recent statistics show there are

around 5.5 million mobile applications available for

both Android and Apple mobile devices. Aside

from this, mobile applications present new chal-

lenges in software testing as it is quite different

from traditional applications such as web. Hence,

research on this field has increased.

In Android mobile application testing, most ap-

proaches tend to focus on the Graphical User In-

terface (GUI) events. Wasserman [15] and Muccini

et al. [14] cited some specifications in mobile appli-

cations that are not applicable to traditional soft-

ware. These specifications include events produced

by additional components that provide contextual

or sensed data, and user interface guidelines and

specifications. These should be taken into consid-

eration when testing mobile applications.

However, combinatorial explosion can result

when generating test cases that cover all interac-
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tions between the inputs, e.g., both GUI events

and contextual events. Combinatorial testing ap-

proaches have proved to be effective for GUI test-

ing. We propose an approach for testing Android

applications using combinatorial methods to gen-

erate test cases including GUI events with sensor

events.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as fol-

lows: Section 2 gives a brief background of Android

mobile applications and development, and combi-

natorial interaction testing, Section 3 discusses re-

lated works on Android testing, Section 4 explains

the methodology behind the proposed approach.

2 Background

2. 1 Android

Android is an operating system for mobile de-

vices which offers an Application Programming In-

terface (API) for developing applications. Android

mobile applications mostly interact with the users

via a User Interface (UI) screen called an Activity.

Since this is the main gateway for an application,

most approaches tend to focus on these inputs

alone.

However, an Android mobile application can use

other components and features available on an An-

droid device and the API is used to leverage these



features. Features such as sensors, connectivity,

and location services can be used by an Android

mobile application. Although the API may be suf-

ficient enough to create applications, it is limited

when it comes to testing contextual events. For ex-

ample, the API provides methods that can allow

an application to listen and react to sensor events,

however, it does not allow for mocking sensor values

that may be necessary when testing.

2. 2 Combinatorial Interaction Testing

According to Cohen et al. [9], faults may be

caused by an unexpected interaction between cer-

tain parameters’ components, therefore, all possi-

ble interactions should be tested. However, as a

software becomes more complex, they tend to have

more parameters and components. This results in

a large number of test combinations that lead to

combinatorial explosion. And running all possible

combinatorial test cases is not possible due to lim-

ited time and resources. Combinatorial interaction

testing (CIT) has been used for finding faults in

software systems by generating only a subset of all

possible interactions of components.

The idea behind CIT is based on orthogonal ar-

rays or covering arrays. The basic concept behind

the arrays is that a certain interaction of compo-

nents should be covered, or included, in exactly

the same number of test cases (for orthogonal ar-

rays) and in at least one test case (for covering ar-

rays). These arrays adhere to t-way coverage crite-

ria which means that all possible combinations of

t parameters should be included in the test suite.

However, as t approaches the number of param-

eters, ending in all-value combinations or the ex-

haustive approach, more time and resources are

needed to generate the test suite.

According to Kuhn et al. [12], however, failures

are caused by interactions of a few components.

Therefore, tests that cover these interactions may

be effective. The results of their study showed that

all failures were triggered by a maximum of 4-way

to 6-way interactions, t = 4 to 6.

Kuhn et al. [11] also introduced another type of

array called sequence covering array which is more

apt for creating event sequences. It eliminates the

parameters and instead creates a covering array of

sequences of non-repeating components. This ap-

proach is also based on t-way coverage.

3 Related Work

Android Monkey [10] is a random-based GUI

testing tool. It is a command line tool that is pack-

aged with the Android developer toolkit for testing

Android applications. It sends a pseudo-random

stream of GUI events and a number of system-level

events to the Application Under Test (AUT). It is

easy to use and readily available which is why it is

the most widely used tool to test Android applica-

tions.

AndroidRipper [6] [8] is a GUI crawling tool

used for testing Android applications by dynam-

ically exploring the application to extract GUI

events and infers a GUI model during breadth-first

traversal. The tool follows three steps: (1) GUI

ripping, (2) test case generation, and (3) test case

execution. The model is created during the GUI

ripping step.

The two tools mentioned above focuses on gener-

ating test cases with GUI events only. These do not

consider additional inputs, i.e. contextual events,

which could also be handled by an application.

ExtendedRipper [7] is an extension of the An-

droidRipper tool that takes into consideration con-

textual events, aside from just GUI events. Like

AndroidRipper, ExtendedRipper dynamically ex-

plores the application to detect user events. Based

on analysis of bug reports from open-source appli-

cations, they manually identified event-patterns to

be triggered during test execution. The tool de-

tects explicit contextual events from the applica-

tion, which are events that are handled by the ap-

plication. These events are then mixed with the

GUI events either randomly or systematically.

Yu et al.’s approach [17] [18] takes into consider-

ation, not only explicit contextual events, but also

implicit contextual events in testing Android ap-

plications. Explicit events are identified by static

analysis of the application and implicit events are

determined by keywords specified by the tester as

well as events deemed to be related to the iden-

tified explicit events. However, the test cases are

executed manually.

With ExtendedRipper, although it considers con-

textual events, it only considers explicit event de-

tected by the tool. These exclude other contextual

events, undefined in the application, that may trig-



ger faults and affect the application. With Yu et

al’s approach, the test cases are manually executed

which would take a significant amount of time if

there is a large number of test cases.

TrimDroid [13] is a tool that generates test cases

using GUI events based on combinatorics. The tool

statically analyzes the source code to define the de-

pendencies for generating test cases. These depen-

dencies determine the valid and possible combina-

tions of events that should be included in the test

suite. A sequence of events is generated by taking

into account the GUI event and input values for

some events.

GUI interaction testing proposed by Yuan

et al. [19] is an approach that generates test cases

that follow t-way coverage between events. The

proposed approach leverages covering arrays, sim-

ilar to sequence covering arrays discussed in Sec-

tion 2, to develop a new technique in construct-

ing GUI test cases. The approach uses an event-

interaction graph (EIG) to model the relationship

between GUI events and is used to obtain the cov-

ering arrays. The events are then manually parti-

tioned according to functionality, and constraints

are identified to make sure the sequence of events

are valid.

These two approaches uses combinatorial tech-

niques to generate test cases, but only takes into

consideration GUI events.

4 Proposed Approach

We propose an approach that generates and exe-

cutes test cases for Android applications. The ap-

proach handles events generated by other compo-

nents in an Android mobile device, such as sensor

events, and not just conventional GUI events. The

approach also makes use of combinatorial meth-

ods to address the combinatorial explosion problem

that may arise with the increase in the size of the

input events.

There are five components to this approach: GUI

modeling, GUI event sequence generation, context

event sequence generation, test case generation,

and test case execution. The following is the sum-

mary of the proposed approach as seen in Figure

1:

1. Generate Context Event Sequences

–Context event sequences are generated given

the defined context events in the repository.

2. Extract UI Information –The Android ap-

plication’s source code is explored to generate a

GUI model for GUI event sequence generation.

3. Generate GUI Event Sequences –GUI

event sequences are generated using the infor-

mation provided in the GUI model.

4. Generate Test Cases –GUI event sequences

and context event sequences are combined to

create valid test cases.

5. Execute Test Cases –Test cases are au-

tomatically translated into Android code and

then executed on an Android device.

4. 1 GUI Model

We used GATOR [16] [3], an open-source toolkit

that statically analyzes the souce code of the appli-

cation to extract the transition flow between win-

dows by identifying events and callbacks in the ap-

plication. Figure 2 shows an example of a model ex-

tracted from an application. The model extracted

using GATOR serves as the constraints for gener-

ating valid GUI event sequences.

Static analysis of the application’s source code is

done to extract GUI widget map, containing neces-

sary GUI widget information, which is used for the

sequence generation and the translation of the test

cases into Android code.

4. 2 Event Sequence Generation

One of the key ideas of the proposed approach

is to use combinatorial strategies to generate event

sequences and the final test cases to reduce the size

of the test suite and avoid combinatorial explosion

which can occur given a large number of events.

This section describes the sequence generation for

both GUI events and context events.

4. 2. 1 GUI Event Sequence Generation

We take into consideration the transition graph,

extracted using GATOR, and the GUI widget map

to create GUI event sequences.

If the exhaustive approach was applied to gen-

erate event sequences, it would generate nl com-

binations, where n is the number of events and l

is the length of the sequence. This number could

get excessively large if the number of events or the

length of the sequence increased. This is the combi-

natorial explosion problem our proposed approach

wishes to address.

Our approach creates a sequence covering array



Fig. 1 Proposed Architecture

Fig. 2 Example of a GUI Model

to generate GUI event sequences, where the events

may be repeated in a sequence. The t-way cover-

age is used for this approach, where t is l-1 and

l is the length of the sequence. The proposed

approach generates sequence covering arrays from

length three to length ten (i.e. l=3–10).

4. 2. 2 Context Event Sequence Genera-

tion

Another key idea of the proposed approach is to

incorporate context events in testing Android ap-

plications. Aside from GUI events, Android appli-

cations take in as inputs, events generated by addi-

tional components present in the device, e.g. sen-

sor events and location services. These additional

events should be also be considered when testing

Android applications.

A repository of context events and their restric-

tions have been manually identified by Yu et al. [17]

[18]. This study leverages the available information

from the Context Event repository created by Yu

et al. However, only sensor and location events are

considered in this study.

The same steps used to generate GUI event se-

quences were used to generate context event se-

quences. When generating context event sequences,

our approach does not consider repeating events,

i.e. one event is executed only once in a sequence,

and the maximum length of the sequence is six.

Context event sequences are generated per context

event category, hence, should the number of context

events in a category be less than six, the maximum

length of the sequence would be the total number

of events. Interleaving of events in context event

generation may also be considered as part of future

work.

Context event sequences are generated only once

and are then stored in a database. Context event

sequences are only re-generated if and when new

context event categories and context events are

identified. This reduces the time to generate test

cases since the context event sequences are gener-

ated beforehand and are only retrieved from the

database when injecting it into the GUI event se-

quences.

4. 3 Test Case Generation

We apply combinatorial methods when creating

the actual test cases, which are combinations of the

GUI event sequences and context event sequences.

We do not combine the GUI event sequences di-

rectly. As each application activity can only handle



Fig. 3 Combining Activities and Context

Event Categories

a certain subset of GUI events, we first combine ac-

tivities and context event sequences.

Figure 3 shows an example of combining activi-

ties and context event sequences. In this figure, we

consider an application with two activities and four

context event sequences.

An example combination of the activities and

context event sequences would be <a1, c1, a2,

c2, c3, c4>, where c1, c2, c3, and c4 are context

event sequences and a1 and a2 are activities. The

GUI events in a generated GUI event sequence be-

long to specific activities. For example, in Figure

2, activity a1 has the GUI event sequence <click

“Menu”, click “Settings”>, while activity a2 has

<click “back”>. The context event sequences are

then injected just before the transition between ac-

tivities. Thus, one generated test case is <click

“Menu”, click “Settings”, c1, click “back”, c2, c3,

c4> which is shown in Figure 3.

The number of context event sequences included

in the test cases was 4. This is an arbitrary value

and can be changed.

4. 4 Test Case Execution

4. 4. 1 GUI Events

This section discusses the translation of the test

cases into Android code. The Android development

kit includes Espresso, a programming interface to

create Android UI tests [2]. The Espresso frame-

work provides methods to perform valid GUI events

on the application. The approach uses the Espresso

framework to execute GUI events on the applica-

tion.

For every GUI event in the test case, there are

corresponding methods available in the Espresso

API. These methods take in either the widget’s ID

or text to determine which GUI widget to perform

the action on.

4. 4. 2 Context Events

The Android framework does not have methods

that would allow testers to send mock sensor val-

ues. However, there is an existing open-source li-

brary that modified the android.hardware package

to mimic sensor events. OpenIntents SensorSimu-

lator [5] is an open-source software which provides a

library for Android applications to mock sensor val-

ues. The software transmits simulated sensor data

to an Android emulator from a server.

There is one big difference between defining

the use of the SensorSimulator and the built-in

android.hardware.Sensor* package, and that is

the instantiation of the Sensor Manager.

This links all the succeeding definition of listen-

ers to the SensorSimulator library instead of the

android.hardware.Sensor* package.

To implement the SensorSimulator, however, a

server is needed to receive simulated sensor values.

Connecting to a server is unnecessary as sensor val-

ues can be generated without the use of an external

software. Therefore, the SensorSimulator library

was modified to remove and replace the methods

and lines of code relating to server connection and

communication. These were replaced with code

that can generate mock sensor values to be han-

dled by the application.

The application under test is then modified

to adapt to the SensorSimulator library. The

application under test was modified to call the

SensorManagerSimulator from the SensorSimula-

tor library instead of the SensorManager from

the android.hardware.Sensor* package. The in-

stantiation for the SensorManagerSimulator is de-

scribed above.

For location events, the Google Play Service

Location API allows mocking a device’s location.

However, only mocking of location is possible. Set-

ting the availability of the Location Provider is not

allowed.

5 Evaluation

5. 1 Test Procedure

5. 1. 1 Evaluation Setup

The Android application Pedometer [4] is a free

and open-source application available on GitHub



and was used to evaluate the proposed approach.

This application is a simple pedometer that tracks

and records the user’s steps. We used the latest ver-

sion, where the latest commit was on 2016/03/15.

20 GUI events were identified during the static

analysis of the application. 21 context event cate-

gories were included.

The application was installed and tested on a

physical Android device with Sony Xperia X2 Dual

running on Android Nougat, v.7.1.1. The tool is

run on MacPro with 3.7 GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon

E5 with 32GB RAM.

The code coverage was generated and parsed us-

ing JaCoCO [1], a code coverage tool for Java pro-

grams. JaCoCo is a gradle plug-in that is used by

the Android Studio IDE.

5. 2 Results and Discussion

This study aims to answer the following research

questions:

RQ1 How significant is the reduction in genera-

tion time and evaluation time?

RQ2 How does including context events in test-

ing compare to the GUI events-only approach?

RQ3 How do the code coverage of the proposed

approach and the coverage of state-of-the-art

tools differ?

RQ4 How effective is the proposed approach in

detecting faults?

The results of the evaluation and discussion of the

research questions are addressed in this section.

5. 2. 1 RQ1: Test Case Reduction

The approach aims to reduce the number of test

cases compared to the exhaustive approach. This is

concerned with reducing the number of generated

GUI test cases, not including context events in the

test cases. Table 1, where n is the length of the se-

quence and s is the number of sequences generated,

compares the number of GUI event sequences gen-

erated by using the exhaustive approach and the

proposed approach. The GUI event sequences were

generated for the Pedometer application with 20

GUI events.

The approach was set to generate GUI

event sequences until l = 10. However,

the computer used for evaluation threw a

java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space

error due to the large amount of combinations be-

ing generated. Due to this limitation, the approach
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only generated sequences with l = 6 for the exhaus-

tive approach and l = 7 for the proposed approach.

Reducing the number of test cases would also

mean reducing the text execution time. On av-

erage, using the development machine, it takes

around two hours per 1000 test cases. For l =

6, 584,000 test cases for the exhaustive approach

would take roughly 49 days to execute, while it

would only take 5 days for the less than 60,000 test

cases generated by the proposed approach.

The approach only generated an average of 11.1%

of the number of GUI test cases compared to the

exhaustive approach.

5. 2. 2 RQ2: Context Event Inclusion

21 context event categories were used by the pro-

posed approach, 20 of which were sensor events.

The sensor event categories only include one event

per category. As for the location events, only send-

ing of mock location is permitted by the Android

and Google Play Store Service APIs. Therefore,

our approach only handled one event for the loca-

tion category.

With the inclusion of context events in the GUI

test cases, the approach achieved around 12% in-

crease in both line coverage and method coverage as

shown in Figure 4. The Pedometer application han-

dles events from the Accelerometer sensor which

was triggered by the approach, hence the increase

in code coverage.

The missed 15% in code coverage may be due

to other GUI event information that were not ex-



Table 1 Number of Generated GUI event sequences for Pedometer

Exhaustive approach Proposed approach

l s time (in mins) s time (in mins)

3 560 0.0012 68 0.0012

4 5, 444 0.0245 616 0.0014

5 55, 432 1.4161 5, 920 0.0348

6 584, 032 348.039 59, 744 3.6026

7 N/A N/A 625, 472 470.6577
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tracted during static analysis. Static analysis was

done to extract the GUI widget map, however, our

implementation currently cannot extract widgets

such as custom widgets. Also, there was one class

in the application source code (StepBuzzer.java)

which is only used for debugging purposes and was

not traversed during test execution.

5. 2. 3 RQ3: Code Coverage

The coverage in this approach is compared to

the coverage generated by both the AndroidRip-

per tool and the ExtendedRipper The results were

taken from Amalfitano et al.’s [7] paper based on

the ExtendedRipper.

The reduced test suite generated by the pro-

posed approach managed to gain higher code cover-

age than tools like the AndroidRipper and Extend-

edRipper. The proposed approach gained 29.7%

and 27.76% increase in line coverage and a 19.86%

and 18.19% increase in method coverage from the

AndroidRipper and ExtendedRipper, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the code coverage percentage for

each tool.

5. 2. 4 RQ4: Fault Detection

There were no faults detected during the testing

of the Pedometer application with the proposed ap-

proach.

A second experiment was done to validate the

fault detection ability of the proposed approach.

A version of the Pedometer application was seeded

with ten faults. Ten conditional mutation operators

were injected into one faulty version of the applica-

tion. Eight of the ten faults were found using the

proposed approach.

The second experiment proved that the proposed

approach was able to detect faults. However, how

well it detects faults is not guaranteed.

5. 3 Threats to Validity

The main threat to the validity of this evaluation

is the number of applications considered for testing.

Only one application was used for the evaluation of

the tool, however, for future work, more applica-

tions are being considered to be used for evalua-

tion.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed an approach to generating test

cases for mobile applications, specifically Android

applications. The approach handles conventional

GUI events as well as events triggered by addi-

tional components in an Android device called con-

text events. The context events considered in this

approach are sensor events and location service

events. Context event sequences are generated from

these context events and are merged with generated

GUI event sequences.

Future work includes the following:

• Include more context events for testing.



• Interleave context events from different cate-

gories in generating context event sequences.

• Consider repeating events and lengthier con-

text event sequences.

• Interleave individual context events with GUI

events in generating test cases to mimic natural

behavior.

• Create a library, similar to OpenIntents Sen-

sorSimulator, for location services, etc. to sim-

ulate more context events.

• Include more applications for the evaluation of

the proposed approach.
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